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* Introduction

The combustion of composite solid rocket propellants takes place

* in a thin region close to the surface of the propellant. The thickness

of this region is dictated by the necessity to transfer heat back to the

solid at a rate sufficient to maintain the rate of pyrolysis at the

* surface required in applications of the propellant. This in turn dictates

that the scale of heterogeniety (usually set by oxidizer particle size)

be small enough for fuel and oxidizer vapors to mix in the thin region

* near the surface. In practice, the dimensional scale turns out to be of

order 100 Am, a scale encompassing an intricate flame complex (e.g.,

Ret. 1). Experimental observation on such a dimensional scale is

0 virtually impossible, a circumstance that has led to a rather

speculative quality of research and literature on combustion

mechanisms. The situation is further complicated by the uncertain

* relevance of flame theory when applied to such small, geometrically

and chemically complicated flame systems.

A strategy to alleviate some of the experimental difficulties of

observation is to study combustion of geometrically simple systems

such as the oxidizer-binder sandwich. By edge burning these laminate

structures, the combustion zone often conforms to a two-dimensional

IS steady state configuration, hopefully amenable to more meaningtul

observation and theoretical interpretation. If this goal is achieved,

then at least some aspects of the more complex propellant combustion

problem can be clarified. Unfortunately, the micro-combustion zone is

still substantially inaccessible to experimental observation, even in the
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geometrically simple systems, so the strategies for research are still

less direct than would be desired, and results correspondingly more

speculative. One exception to the limitations of spatial resolution in

measurements is the quench-burning experiments, which permit

leisurely study o1 the surface of a quenched sample under high

magnification (Fig. 1). Such experiments typically interrupt burning

very abruptly by rapid depressurization of the combustor. While some

artifacts are produced by the quench event, the details of the burning

surface microstructure are largely preserved and can be used in

combination with other information to inter combustion zone

structure.

The sandwich approach has been used by many investigators (e.g.,

Powling,2 Hightower and Price, 3'4 Boggs et al.,5 Netzer et al.,6,7

8 9101Nadaud, Ermolaev et al. ). It has become evident in recent work 10 '

that relevance to propellant combustion requires that binder laminae

in sandwiches be very thin (to avoid anomalous effects such as binder

melt flow that would not occur with high solids AP-HC binder

propellants). It is also important that interpretation of results address

observations near enough to the oxidizer-binder interfaces to

correspond to situations possible on propellant surfaces (where the

surfaces of exposed oxidizer particles are typically 100 gm across). In

hindsight, these considerations may seem obvious, but a significant

amount of published work on sandwiches ot propellant ingredients has

addressed either situations or aspects of results that were only

marginally relevant to conventional propellants. The present studies,

involving sandwiches of ammonium perchlorate and typical

*.=•.
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hydrocarbon binders, used primarily sandwiches with binder laminae of

10 - 100 ;4m thickness.

Earlier tests3 ' 0 1  had shown certain critical features of

quenched thin binder sandwiches of interest, which are summarized

here so they can be used in interpretation of results:

1. The larger features of surface profiles are shown in Fig. 2

(See Ref. 10-12).

2. The details in the vicinity of the binder lamina are shown in

Fig. 3. Part a shows the trend with binder thickness. Part b shows the

trend with pressure (for a binder thickness of 50 - 70 14m). Fig. I

shows certain features of surface quality that are persistent in varying

'°°

degree for all tested conditions on AP-hydrocarbon binder sandwiches

with thin binder laminae, described urther beiow (See Ret. 3-5, 10-17).

3. All test samples from tests above 2 MPa exhibited regions

ct the AP surface ("distant" from the binder lamina) with the

characteristic surface qualities of AP self-delagration (Fig. 1),

including flaky residue of a surface melt layer, and larger scale

surface patterns of ridges and depressions (e.g., Re. 3-5,10-19).

4. All thin-binder test samples showed (Fig. 3a,b) the binder

lamina to be recessed relative to the region of the oxidizer laminae

immediately adjoining the ende 0 (binder lamina thickness less

than 40 prm).

5. All test samples showed a regior. of the AP lamina centered

25 - 75 am out from the binder interface plane that was the leading

edge of the AP surface regression, i.e., the AP closer to the binder

protruded r ee e (Fig. -3).

S. Alts ape o et bv ~ xiie ein ...
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6. The surface of the AP in the protruding region adjoining

the binder showed a distinctiveg relatively smooth quality, with no

flake relic of the AP melt (Fig. 1). This "smooth band" adjoining the

oxidizer-binder interface was evident even with a binder (polysulfide)

10-12that pyrolized without evidence of a melt state, suggesting that

the smooth surface is not due to the binder melt flows commonly

observed in thick-binder sandwiches. 3 '5 ,6' 16 4 7

The present studies pursue the investigation of sandwich burning

in further detail, with the goal of establishing a correct description of

the flame complex. It is re-emphasized that direct measurements of

the flame are precluded by the "smallness" and complexity of the

reaction region. A correct description depends on a process of

inference from systematic observations of global combustion behavior

(e.g., burning rate); measurable combustion zone microstructure

(quenched samples); independent information about ingredient

decomposition and combustion; and basic flame theory. In the

following, several new investigations of sandwich burning are

described, and the results are combined with the above sources of

information and the previous results summarized in I - 6 above. The

result is a relatively detailed description of the combustion zone. In

the interest of brevity, the experiments and results of the present

studies are first summarized below with a minimum of discussion, and

* with frequent reference to other sources for details.

*5.

S°

*°.
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Experimental Procedure

The investigations will be described in sequence in very briet form. This

will be followed by descriptions of preparation ot test samples and test

procedure.

The Experiments

1. Interrupted burning tests on sandwiches with laminae ot unitorm

thickness, to determine the nature of the burning surface. 10 -12 '15 In these tests,

the samples were quenched by rapid depressurization and the burned surfaces

were examined in a scanning electron microscope. The test variables were test

pressure, polymer lamina thickness, and substitution of other materials for the

polymers (e.g., mica, gold, and a blend of polymer and fine ammonium

perchlorate powder). The ettect of these variables on the burning surf ace profile

and surtace quality provide indirect evidence of what is happening to the tlame

structure.

2. Burning rate of sandwiches as a tunction ot binder thickness and
aN

pressure.18 In these tests, PBAN laminae ot particulaly unitorm thickness were

used, and burning rate was measured by combustion photography.

3. Deflagration limits ot AP-polymer sandwiches. 10 '1 1 2 0 '2 1 Constant

pressure tests were run on sandwiches with "tapered" polymer laminae. Samples

were ignited along the thick-binder edges ut the sandwiches, and burning

proceeded with progressive decrease in binder thickness. At test pressures below

the AP selt-d1lagration limit, the samples spontaneously quenched before

comp..- bL. tout, and the thickness ot the binder at the quench surface was

measured in the SEM. Tests were run over the pressure range 0.1 to 2.4 MPa,

.*.'
a* : * * -*;' . ' -t . -'' V..v W2 % . ,, ,,..: ? ? '!
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with HTPB, PBAN and polysuif ide binder.

4. Effect of oxidizer particle size on propellant burning rate. A family

of propellants was prepared and burning rate determined over a pressure range.

The propellants were formulated to test the relevance of a "sandwich-based"

concept (regarding combustion zone structure) to the propellant burning

situation. The propellants used bimodal oxizider particle size distribution, with

the size of the fine component being nominally 18, 49 and 82 gm. Burning rates

were determined by combustion photography.

Test Samples

Sandwich samples were prepared by methods and to sizes described

previously.10 '1 '18 Ammonium perchlorate laminae were prepared from Kerr-

McGee high purity AP (nominal 100 pm particles). The powder was pressed at 210

MPa for a minimum of 20 minutes in a stainless steel die, yielding laminae 1.3

mm thick. Most sandwiches were made by bonding two laminae together with

the polymeric binder. Thickness of the binder was controlled with spacer shims.

Two types of polymer sandwiches were used. Plane-parallel laminae were used

on burning rate tests and depressurization quench tests. "Tapered" polymer

laminae 10 , 11915 '2 1 used in spontaneous quench tests were prepared by using a

spacer shim in one edge of the laminate only. Light pressure during curing

resulted in the thin edge of the binder lamina ot such samples being less than 10

m thick.

In order to assure that no extraneous combustion effects would result from

unsuspected characteristics of the pressed AP laminae, their self detlagration

was compared with that of single crystal samples. The quenched surface

characteristics were similar to those of single crystals, except for somewhat

.~.%..:-.
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greater irregularity in surface pattern. Burning rates were the same as reported

by Boggs for single crystals.'" 9  Samples were prepared with different AP

particle size, and with reduced compaction pressures (131 and 61 MPa), and used in

quench-burning tests on sandwiches. No effect was evident in the characteristics

or profiles of quenched surfaces. Some concern that fuel species might migrate

Into the surface layers of the AP laminae before testing was allayed by these

results.

Sandwich samples were also made in which the binder (fuel) lamina was

either omitted or replaced b a sheet ot mica or gold. 2 0'2 1 The objective was to

clarify the mechanistic effects of the binder lamina. Ettorts to dry-press these

"binderless" sandwiches to assure good thermal and physical contact between

laminae were unsuccessful, so the dry sandwich laminae were held together

during tests by light pressure from a metal clip. While the test results suggest

that contact between laminae was not perfectly uniform, burning behavior was

fairly regular.

Sandwich samples were also made in which the fuel lamina was a mixture

of binder and 10 1Am AP. 2 0 , 21 These were plane-parallel samples for use in

depressurization quench tests. Samples were made with several "binder" laminae

thicknesses, and in AP-binder mix mass ratios of 1:1 and 7:3. The mix was

prepared by hand stirring tor 20 minutes, followed by settling in a vacuum tor 15

minutes to remove air bubbles. Sandwiches were then prepared in the same way

as with pure binder laminae. Table I shows the binder thickness-mix mass ratios

actually tested.

The experiments with bimodal propellant samples called for a series of

formulations in which a relatively coarse traction of AP (400 #um) was combined

with a relatively tine traction (i.e., bimodal AP size distribution). The series of

propellants called for a graduated sequence of particle sizes of the tine %

S-.'
.'':;.". -';'-.%V'% , ' . % .-... ;-..'--, ' 2 ' ' %.- ; ' -"; € .•" ." " ." ''"
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component of the AP. For the intended purpose it was desirable to have a

m •narrow size distribution within each size mode, and it was judged that the tine

component mean sizes should be in the range 20-100 Am (see Discussion). These

specifications were not fully achievable from available resources; accordingly,

* propellants were prepared with less ideal specifications as described in the

following. Commercial high purity AP was available in a nominal size of 400

Am. This material was screened to limit its size variability to a range of 425

Am to 35 Am. Finer components were prepared in nominal sizes Of 17.5, 49.0

and 82.5 Am by screening ground high purity AP. These nominal size

designations are simply the mid-points of the size ranges, established by the

screen mesh sizes used, which were 37 mesh pass tor nominal 17.5 Am; 45 and 53

mesh for nominal 49.0 Am; and 75 and 90 mesh for nominal 82.5 Am. No

attempt was made to quantity the size distributions within these sized samples,

because the objective ot the experiment required only demonstration of a

specific qualitative difference in burning rate behavior of the propellants. The

propellants were prepared by hand-mixing 4 gm batches in an open beaker. The
JA

AP, monomer and curing agent were measured in amounts that yielded 71% 400

Am AP, 16.5% tine component AP, and 12.5% PBAN binder. Alter 15 minutes ot

mixing, the mixture was placed under vacuum at room temperature for 30

minutes. The mixture was then transferred to rectangular molds of dimensions

30 mms x 12 mms x 2.5 mms and hand pressed by tapping the mixture for 20-30

minutes with a I cm diameter cylindrical teflon stick. The samples were then

cured in an oven at 720C for 7 days. The cured propellants were cut into

rectangular samples (10 mm x 6 mm x 2.0 mm), or burning rate tests.

Test Procedures

Experimental methods in the present work are mostly routine and reported

elsewhere. 10 -12 ,15' 18 '2 0 '21 Sandwich samples were nominally 10 x 6 x 2.8 mm;

VN.t
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-* they were mounted on a pedestal in a nitrogen-tilled high pressure vessel and

ignited on the top (6 x 2.8 mm) edge by an electrically heated wire. Propellant

samples were 10 x 6 x 1.6 mm, mounted and ignited in a similar manner to the

* sandwiches. For combustion photography, a flushed windowed pressure vessel

was used, with illumination of the sample from outside. For quench tests, a non-

flushed pressure vessel was used that is equipped with pressure-release burst

*• diaphragms. Characterization of samples after tests (quench tests) consisted
-,

primarily of surface quality, surface profile, and dimensional details as revealed

in the scanning electron microscope. The thickness of the binder lamina of

!* quenched samples, as reported in the Results, was measured in the SEM. In all

tests on plane parallel sandwiches where the lamina thickness of the entire

sample was needed, the edges o the sample were examined before the test in an

-* optical microscope or SEM to provide an estimate of average thickness and to

disqualify samples with nonuniform thickness. This was particularly important in

tests on burning rate, because rate is sensitive to thickness and there is no

* quenched sandwich to measure after the test. Variation of edge thicknesses of a

binder laminae ot more than 5 um disqualified samples for burning rate tests;

with care in sample preparation, this led to a rejection rate ot about 50%.

Burning rates of both sandwiches and propellant samples were measured by

projection of the motion pictures and measurement of timing marks and burning

surf ace recession. This permitted any instances of uneven burning to be

* recognized and excluded t rom the rate data. Thirty percent of all tests were run

in duplicate to monitor reproducibility; the t,st conditions for duplicate tests

were selected randomly before any testing. For duplicate samples that burned

- evenly, no significant differences in rate were obtained. Most samples burned

evenly.
p.w

0
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* Results

The experimental results are summarized in the following; because several

* separate investigations are covered, results of each investigation are

accompanied by some interpretation as needed to explain why the tests were run.

Then in a subsequent section, the interpretations are enlarged and combined to

* provide a qualitative description of the processes of sandwich burning.

Surf ace Profiles and Burning Surt ace-Binder Substitutes
•

The persistence of the smooth band and protrusion ot AP at the AP-binder

interfaces was noted in earlier work and in the Introduction (Fig. 1,3), and

* observed also in the present work. This effect was attributed in an earlier

report20'21 to the effect of lateral heat flow from the oxidizer to the ,.

endothermic binder. Tests with other materials substituted for the binder were

run to test this postulate. The choice of mica was made because it is a non-

burning material with low thermal conductivity. The choice of gold was made

because it is a non-burning material with high thermal conductivity. Presumably,

• the effect ot lateral heat flow would remain with a gold lamina, and would be

absent with a mica lamina. The tests with two AP laminae in direct contact

were run as a control to test the effect of dry contact with no intervening

lamina. The test results are typified by the examples in Fig. 4. Part a is trom a

control test with a 100 jim thick lamina of PBAi4. Part b shows the details of the

sandwich surtace trom a 4.2 MPa test on a sandwich with a mica lamina in place

• of the binder (the right side of the picture is the somewhat delaminated side of

the protruding mica lamina; the AP surface on the lett is in the region normally

occupied by the smooth band). The detail shown in this figure is typicil ot the

0°°
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intertace region in these "mica" tests. It is also typical of the self -def lagration

of AP, normally exhibited on the AP laminae of sandwiches only at surface sites

further from the intertace. With mica laminae there was no smooth band and no

protrusion of AP in the interface region.

Part c of Fig. 4 shows the quenched surface of a sample consisting simply

of two AP laminae held together during burning by a metal clip. The figure

shows the characteristics of simple AP detlagration, uninterrupted up to the

interf ace plane. Under high magnification it was evident that the surfaces Of the

two slabs were together during burning; surf ace patterns near adjoining edges are

correlated, and the edges show some matched features indicative of separation

of a contiguous surface layer that is liquid during burning. There is no protrusion

of the AP laminae in the interface region. Separation of the two laminae, visible

in the example, occurs during handling after the test.

Part d of Fig. 4 shows the quenched surface of an AP sandwich in which the

binder lamina was replaced by a 15 Am layer of gold. Such samples consistently

showed retarded burning (protruding AP) in the vicinity of the gold lamina, and a

relatively smooth surface there. This behavior was not as uniform along the

lamina as with a binder lamina, but was predominant. The nonuniformity is

attributed to the difficulty in achieving uniform thermal contact between dry

laminae. It is stressed that the "smooth band" phenomenon described here is not

a manifestation of the binder melt flow reported in many earlier studies. With

thin-binder sandwiches used in the present studies, melt flow is minimal, 10- 12 "'1

and available results show that the smooth band is present even with a non-

melting polysultide binder10 and with the gold lamina. The combined results are

very strong evidence that the smooth band and protruding AP near the contact

planes of conventional thin-binder sandwiches are caused by lateral heat flow

into the binder lamina, with some corresponding modification of the AP
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-* decomposition-deflagration in the smooth band region. This conclusion is in

. contrast to that of Boggs , and of the present authors in early reports15 , who

attributed smooth bands to binder melt flow (most investigators agree on the

* presence of melt flow with thick binder laminae; most investigators have not

done extensive testing with thin binder laminae).

In addition to the above tests designed specifically to explore the cause of

* the smooth band and AP protrusion adjoining the contact surfaces, many other

tests are reported here that were run for other purposes. In all cases where a

pure binder lamina was used, the features I - 6 of the profiles and quenched

* surfaces as described in the Introduction were evident in a manner consistent

with the trends described here.

Burning Rate of Sandwiches

18
The results of the sandwich burning rate tests are shown in Fig. 5a. At

large binder thickness the rate appears to approach a limit at each pressure (the -

* limit is of only peripheral interest in the present study). As binder thickness is

reduced, the burning rate increases to a maximum at a thickness of 65-85 /Am,

and then decreases for thinner binder. At pressures above the AP self-

* • deflagration limit, the AP rate is approached as the binder thickness goes to I,

zero. At lower pressure, decreasing binder thickness leads to a quench limit

(measured in the "tapered" sandwich tests; see broken curve, lower left, Fig. 5a).

• The enhancement in burning rate by the binder lamina is strongest in the

intermediate pressure range. Under conditions of rate enhancement (over the AP

rate), the combustion front burns down the sample and leaves a trailing oxidizer

i•profile that is "IV"-shaped (Fig. 2e) when the test is above the AP self- OF

deflagration limit, and "U"-shaped (Fig. 2d) below the AP self -deflagration limit.

It was noted earlier 10-12,15,20,21 and in Fig. 2c,f that at higher pressures the AP

4pp
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0 sell det lagration leads the sandwich burning tront, so it may be concluded that

-the family of curves in Fig. 5a would consist of horizontal lines at pressures

much higher than reported in the tigure. A partial cross plot of the curves in

Fig. 5a as burning rate vs pressure is shown in Fig. 5b. This tigure shows the AP

selt-dellagration rate (lower curve); the conditions tor maximum sandwich rate

(top curve) and the "thick slab limit," i.e., asymptotic rate for thick binder

(middle curve). By extrapolation of the curve of maximum sandwich rate, the

enhancement in rate over the AP rate is seen to go to zero around 7 MPa. The

thick slab rate is seen to approach the AP rate at about 3 MPa. In summary,

1. AP does not burn below 2 MPa, but sandwiches burn down to about
...

atmospheric pressure unless the binder is too thin.

• 2. Between 2 MPa and 7 MPa, thin-binder sandwiches burn taster than

AP alone.

43. Above 7 MPa, all sandwiches burn at the sell -def lagration rate ot AP.

These limits may dilter with diterent binders. The trend in 3 probably does not

apply to pressures above 1 MPa, where a transition in AP behavior occurs. 1 '2 2

Del lagration Limit
'

4.''1

Results of the spontaneous quench tests on tapered sandwiches are

summarized in Fig. 6 tor three binder materials.10 '1 1 20' 2 1 The error bars on the

data points represent the range of variation of thickness of the binder lamina

along the quenched edge, as measured in the SEM. Over the pressure range o-

0.4 - 2.0 MPa, the sandwiches with any particular binder tended to quench at

roughly the same binder thickness. Above 2.0 MPa, samples usually burned to

9 ,
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completion, a result that is consistent with the tact that AP self-deflagrates

above 2.0 MPa. At pressures below 0.4 MPa, the binder thickness for self

quenching became increasingly pressure dependent. Limited testing was made

with samples with different degrees of taper of the binder lamina to test the

possibility that the quench limit might be dependent on details ot the approach to

the limit. No statistically significant effect was evident. The different binders

yielded significantly different quench limits in the 0.4 - 2.0 MPa range. Figure 7

shows a scanning electron microscope picture of a typical spontaneously

quenched sample. The general features are similar to those of samples with

binder lamina of uniform thickness quenched by rapid depressurization from
... :%

comparable pressures. This indicates that approach of the tapered sandwich to

self quench does not involve development of any singular features of surface

contiguration. The thickness measurements in Fig. 6 were obtained from SEM

pictures similar to Fig. 7, with suitable magnification.

AP-Filled Binder Lamina Sandwiches

Test conditions are summarized in Table 1. Results ot tests are

summarized in Fig. 8 - 10. Figure 8 shows a comparison of quenched sandwiches20921"

with pure binder and with 1:1 AP-tilled binder. 2 0 '2 ' From these tests (6.9 MPa,

nominal lamina thickness 70 Am) there is an obvious difference between behavior

0 of sandwiches with and without AP in the binder. From extensive examination of

samples with 1:1 laminae, it was evident that the region of protruding AP is

widened and protrudes less with AP-tilled laminae. The protruding region is flat

on top, and the surface quality is smooth. The binder lamina is recessed and the

surface of that lamina shows undulations of the same dimensional scale as the AP

'.-.5.
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* tiller. However, no distinguishable AP particle surtace is evident there. The

details conform qualitatively to the general teatures I - 6 noted in the

Introduction, but difter unambiguously t rom those ot sandwiches with pure binder

* laminae in the details noted above. The difterences become less evident at lower

pressures.

Use ot a higher mass ratio ot AP to binder (7:3) in the "binder" lamina

* resulted in more conspicuous deviation trom the results with pure binder laminae.

The basic ditterence is illustrated tor 6.9 MPa in Fig. 9 (upper right), which

shows regions of both AP and binder adjacent to the AP-binder interface planes

• that are recessed relative to the protruding AP.

The comparison in Fig. 9 is tor samples winh tilled binder laminae that are

about 70 Am thick. With 1:1 AP-binder laminae, the protiles were not critically

* dependent on lamina thickness. However, tor the 7:3 laminae it was found that

the profile was highly dependent on lamina thickness (6.9 MPa) as shown in Fig.

10. With very thin laminae, the protile was similar to that with 1:1 mixture. As

• lamina thickness increased, the lamina region became increasingly recessed, and

the overall sample protile became "V"-shaped (a configuration indicating that the

lamina-interace region is dominating the sandwich burning rate). As 7:3 lamina

* thickness was increased (Fig. 10), and increased burning rate resulted, the

protrusion ot the AP in the interface region became less and disappeared. The

smooth bands also became localized very close to the intertace planes. In that

* local region the AP surface was concave upward (evident in originals of Fig. 10),

but the AP no longer protruded.

Burning Rate of Bimodal Propellants

The burning rates are shown in Fig. 11. The singular teature ot the rate vs

pressure ot these propellants is a step in the burning rate-pressure curves. The

.'-. . '. ~ %%~.% V ~ °~.
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-• step occurs at higher pressure when the particle size ot the tine traction of AP is

small. This trend is discussed t urther in a later section.

* Discussion

The experimental results presented in this paper and its predecessor10

represent parts ot an evolving interplay between theory and experiment.

Because of the complexity of the sandwich combustion process, it was judged at

the outset that in the short term a realistic and comprehensive two-dimensional

analytical model would be intractable. Accordingly the theory is based on

qualitative arguments, and the experiments were designed to guide in

formulation and evaluation of the theory. In this discussion, the qualitative

theory will be presented in the form of a detailed description ot a flame

complex, accompanied by the basis for the details. To the extent that the basis

for the details involves the present experimental results, the results will be

discussed more tully after outlining the theory ot the t lame complex.

Before presenting the flame theory, attention is directed to five previously

reported features of combustion of AP and AP composites that will be treated as

axiomatic in the theory and subsequent discussion.

1. Ammonium perchlorate self deflagrates at pressures above about 2

MPa. This pressure limit is sensitive to temperature, AP purity and heat losses,

presumably because of the rather modest flame temperature available to "drive"

the combustion. 4, 13, 14' 19 '2 2 '2 3 - 2 7

2. Self detlagration of AP proceeds by a combination O a complex

reaction in a surface liquid troth, along with a gas phase tlame. Heat release

occurs in varying degrees at both sites. 4 ,13 ,14 16' 2 0 ' 2 2 '2 3 '2 5 There are many

references in the literature to condensed phase reactions, but such reterences do

- "m - o . . d , p ° e .. + . . - - - - - - .•e" ' " .s s. ' ,, ". . ' -. " . ' ' " .. ' . " . " . " .
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* not acknowledge the unequivocal evidence t or the existence of the reactive troth

or distinguish what is meant by condensed phase in that context. When the issue

is reduced to one 0 real dimensions, the reaction region in the wave in the solid

*• is so thin that it would be ditticult to separate condensed phase, surface and gas

phase reactions in the troth. However, the gas phase t lame is generally treated

25as distinct trom the troth under most conditions.

* 3. Heat release in reactions between AP and hydrocarbon binders occurs

primarily in the gas phase. -  1  2  (Contrary views can be tound in

early literature, and are often argued by investigators whose primary

* investigative tools are thermal analysis instruments.)

4. Burning rates ot the composite systems are dependent on the

structural details of the systems. This is generally attributed to the effect of

* •  propellant microstructure on location of gas phase reaction sites (flames) (e.g.,

Ref. 1,8,15,29-33).

5. The gas phase oxidizer-binder tlames consist of a leading edge portion

involving vapors that have already mixed, and a trailing portion governed by

continued ditt usion of oxidizer and binder vapors. The leading edge portion is

described as having the properties of a kinetically limited pre-mixed flame, and

* the trailing portion has the properties of a dittusion-limited t lame. 1 9-

12,15,21,23,31,32 Details and relative importance of the two portions of the t lame
Q*5

are matters of speculation, but are examined later in the context of the present

• results.

Theory of the Flame Complex

Figure 12 is a sketch of the combustion zone ot a burning sandwich, based

on currently available evidence. The sketch represents only that portion of the

combustion zone within about 150 j/m of the plane of symmetry of the sandwich,

" p -_:' ' ... ' -. * *f',t ,, .-- ,'''.,. '',..., .,..'.''''... ,'.' t . ...-.- -....- '--.- ".,-.-.. . 5 .. ,4. *f.*b . '''-'.;-
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and represents conditions for thin-binder sandwiches burning at intermediate

pressures (3 - 6 MPa). The numbers in circles in the sketch designate regions in

the combustion zone with unique features, regions that will be discussed in detail]
in the following. It should be understood that the objective of discussing these

features of the combustion zone is to obtain a reasonably complete description

that can be used to understand detailed experimental observations (or design

experiments to test the model), and to begin to explain such global combustion

behavior as burning rate and dynamic response of combustion to oscillations in

the flow environment.

Region (1) The Binder Lamina. The exposed binder lamina is recessed in

quenched thin-binder sandwiches. 3 "'10 -i 2 ' 7 '2 1'2 3 '28  The appearance of the

bottom of the recess suggests that it was molten during burning (most binders

tested). The recessed condition could be an artitact ot the quench, since real-

time observations during burning do not have sufficient resolution to validate the

quench test results. However, it seems clear that the thin binder laminae do not

protrude during burning, as such a state would require that the protrusion be solid

(in which case it would remain alter the quench). Further, the speculation that

5.
the recess is caused by ejection of melt during quench is put in doubt by the

results with polysultide binders, which burn without evidence of a melt but yield

recessed binder laminae. Laminae of PBAN become somewhat protruding in the

50-90 1Am range, and decidedly protruding with thicker laminae.

Region (2) The Interface Plane. The oxidizer-binder interface is never the

leading edge of the burning front,3"' 10 '15 ' 7 '2 1'2 3 '28 an observation that seems

to rule out binder-oxidizer interfacial reactions as significant contributors to

burning rate. The binder recess leaves a side wall that appears to be vertical in

the interface plane, suggesting no AP decomposition in the recess. The bottom -:

of the recess has the appearance of a miniscus, and there may be a film of binder

on the sidewall of the recess (no evidence reported).

the '.I..-. . ,...,....,- .. ,.,.,.... .- ,... ,.,'.- . -.. ,,. ., *...i , *,-. ,,- ,e , *), , - 4 -, l - N ,
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Region (3) Protruding AP-Smooth Band. Under all conditions tested

(present work and Ret. 3,4,10,17,21,23,28,29), the AP detlagration in the region
near the intertace plane appears to be retarded relative to Region (4), and the

AP surface there has a smooth quality suggestive ot a different mode ot

decomposition than turther out trom the intertace plane.

In earlier studies, these features were attributed to binder melt tlow over the AP

* 3,5,16,17921,28surtace, a conclusion that appears to be valid with thick laminae of

meltable binder. However, the smooth band and protruding AP occur also with

thin binder laminae where tlow is less probable, with non-melting binders, and

* 21with a gold "heat sink" lamina in place of binder. As a result, it is theorized

that there is appreciable lateral heat flow into the endothermic binder, resulting

in a lower AP surtace temperature and a less exothermic or an endothermic 'N.

0 surface decomposition (probably dissociative sublimation). This interpretation of

Region 3 behavior has been supported recently by detailed calculation ot heat

flow in a two-dimensional model ot the combustion of contacting slabs of

0 oxidizer and fuel, 3 4 which shows that lateral heat flow into the binder lamina

occurs.

Region (4) The Leading Edge in the AP. This region is generally located 25

. -50 p m from the intertace planes (present work and Ref. 3,5,10-12,15-17,21,28); a

transition trom smooth to '"flakey" surface occurs here on quenched samples,

indicating a transition in the nature ot the surtace decomposition to an

S,; exothermally reacting troth more typical ot AP self -deflagration. Region (4)

represents that point on the surt ace profile where the energy flux trom gas phase

tlames, surtace reaction, and two-dimensional heat flow in the solid (including

binder) yield the highest heat flux in the direction ot burning. At low pressure

(e.g. < 1.4 MPa), the thickness of the thermal waves in the gas and solid are so

i-
i

I  
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*O large that surface heat fluxes are more uniform, and localized effects such as

the region (4) leading edge are inconspicuous. The transition in AP surface

decomposition disappears as the pressure is reduced below the AP self-

detlagration limit-the evidence of reacting froth no longer is present

anywhere. 10 ,2 1,2 8 , 3 6 ,3 7

Region (5) AP-Selt-Detlagration. This region shows a surface essentially

* the same as for AP selt-detlagration (including evidence of reactive troth), and

surf ace regression rates are approximately the same as for self -
lagrtion15,21,22..

deflaration. At low pressure, the surface curves up toward vertical (Fig.

* 2a, d), retlecting the absence of sufticient heat flow trom the AP-binder flame

to sustain pyrolysis of the AP (the sandwiches were fuel-lean in overall
...

stoichiometry). At high pressure (e.g., 8 - 14 MPa), the AP self -del lagration rate

* exceeds the sandwich rate (Fig. 5b) (which is now overwhelmed by the heat drain

to the endothermic binder), auci region (5) becomes the leading edge ot the AP

burning t ront (Fig. 2 c f).

* Region (6) The AP Flame. This flame is generally presumed to be present

under selt-detlagration conditions, and is postulated in propellant combustion

models. 2 5 The chemistry and location of the flame are matters ot speculation,

as it appears to be too close to the surf ace to be resolved experimentally. The

heat release of the AP selt-dellagration apparently is apportioned between the

surface froth and this tlame, probably in a way that is sensitive to pressure and

* other factors affecting energy balance and surface temperature. 4 '5" 4 ,2 3 2 5 At

" this point it is not certain that the flame is a "sheet." The irregular and frothy

nature of the AP surface probably gives rise to nonuniform flow and a "-

* correspondingly nonuniform flame. Combustion photography has been
e,37

reported to show turbulent flow from self-detlagrating AP, but it is doubtful

<%'V, .
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that the AP flame region is resolved in such photography, and the "turbulence"

may be surtace-coupled nonuniform flow. It has been suggested4 ' 14 '2 5 that the

heat release shifts to the gas flame (6) from the troth site (5) as pressure is

decreased toward the selt-deflagration limit, and that the limit is related to loss

ot the reacting troth.

Region (7) Leading Edge AP Flame. This is a continuation of the AP tlame

into a region that must receive some heat trom the AP-binder tlame, leading to 1

the higher regression rate of the surface at (4). This, in turn, implies a higher

surface temperature in region (4).

Region (8) Smooth Band Flame. This region is unique in that the vapors

from the underlying surface (region (3)) are postulated to be different from those

for the rest of the AP flame. Lacking any direct experimental evidence,

speculation about the nature of the flame is a precarious exercise. Indeed, this

region may not have an AP flame at all--an interpretation that would be

consistent with the idea that loss of the surface troth reaction is associated with

detlagration limits. 4 ' 2 ' Diftusion of heavy tuel molecules into this region may

actually suppress the AP flame; thus it may instead be a thermal and chemical b.

induction zone t or a later AP-binder flame in region (11).l 11ll

0 Region (9) Oxidizer-Fuel Diffusion Region. The dotted line in Fig. 12 V.

represents the stoichiometric surface in a region of molecular diffusion of

vapors. This "surface" bends out over the region above the oxidizer surface

because the oxidizer is relatively dilute compared to the tuel. While the vapors

are fairly hot (roughly 600 C as they leave the burning surface), the initial vapor

mixing occurs in a region of high heat loss, so oxidizer-binder reactions cannot -.-."

raise the temperature precipitously, and rates remain low until further out in the

mixing region. This region (9) merges with region (8), and the uncertainty about

an AP flame in region (8) translates into an uncertainty about details of region *5%

P.
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* (9). This same uncertainty has confronted propellant combustion modelers, who

generally resolve it by somewhat arbitrary assumptions about flame structure.

For the present, it will be assumed here that the AP flame reaches a quench

* limit somewhere in region (8), and that region (9) is a diffusion 'an" in which ZIP

reaction rates are low because unfavorable balance of heat low and insutficient

mixing and chemical preparation of reactants prevent rapid temperature rise.

• However, one must keep in mind the qualitative features of regions (8), (9) and

(10). Their interaction may be very pressure-dependent, and may oscillate during

oscillations of the combustion environment.

* Region (10 - 11) Kinetically Limited Leading Edge Flame. The dit usion

region (9) prepares a flow in which an expanding oxidizer-fuel mixture develops

by ditt usion as convection carries the gases away t rom the surface. At son e ]
• point in this mixing tan, the temperature becomes suiticient, r}tiv, to the two-

dimensional heat t low, to support a t lame. This f lame is the leading edge of the

diffusion flame, but unlike the diffusion flame (region 12), its position in the

mixing tan is strongly dependent on reaction kinetics, standing as it does in a

partially premixed t low. Accordingly, the name "kinetically limited leading edge

flame," KLLEF, is used here to designate the flame. The existence and nature of

such a flame in sandwich burning is simply postulated on fundamental grounds,

since no direct observation has been made, due to the problem of spatial

resolution. However, it is important to note that every tree (unattached)

diffusion t lame has a kinetically limited leading edge of some kind. The KLLEFs

are of particular importance in the present problem because, under some

conditions, the majority of the oxidizer-fuel reaction occurs in the KLLEFs (no

fuel left for the diffusion tlames). Such (KLLE) tlames have been observed in

studies of flame propagation in stratified air-tuel mixtures at one

atmosphere;3 8 ,3 9 such flames show a leading edge at the stoichiometric surtace

.• 4 ,,..,,. ,,-,,,,j4 . . . .-. .. . .- ,.. ...... , -. . . . ... ..............4 *-..., _ ~ . 4 ~ ~ k~. .. .- p.,. . .,:
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and trail oft on the fuel-rich side (region (10) and oxidizer-rich side (region (11)). 6

An analogous kinetically limited region of the flame is generally invoked also by ..
n1,29,30-33

modelers of propellant c and has been postulated in reports

on combustion down the interface between oxidizer and fuel slabs. 9 "0 11 2 2 '2 3 '3 .

Ot particular note is the work ot Fenn, 31 who discussed the nature and role of a

kinetically limited reaction region he called the "phalanx tlame." Because of its . ':

importance in the present work, the nature of the KLLEFs will be discussed in

more detail later.

Region (12) Dittusion Flame. In the region downstream trom the KLLEF

(Fig. 12), continued reaction occurs as f urther interdiff usion of f uel and oxidizer

vapors occurs. The temperatures are high due to heat release t urther upstream

and ditiusion of hot reaction products, and the reaction rate is consequently

controlled by the rate ot mixing, rather than reaction kinetics. The extent of

this dittusion-limited portion of the tlame is determined by the extent to which

reactants have already been consumed by the KLLEF, and the extent of the f uel

and oxidizer supply (i.e., thickness o the laminae that supply the reactants).

According to classical theory, the dittusion flames locate themselves in such a

way that oxidizer and tuel species will dirt use into the flames in stoichiometric

proportions, with the reactants being tully converted to products at the flame

surfaces. Thus the diffusion flame surfaces are continuations of the

stoichiometric surfaces of regions (9); however there are no oxidizer species in

the space between the tlame surfaces in region (12), and no fuel species outside

the t lame suraces. While this idealized "flame surface" approximation may not

be quantitatively valid in the microtlame situation ot the present work, it is still

a helpful concept tor qualitative description of the situation.

0 =
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Region (13) The Stoichiometric Tip. In Fig. 12 the tlame complex is drawn

for a thin binder lamina, with oxidizer laminae thick enough to represent a

sample with oxidizer-rich overall stoichiometry. As a result, the dittusion tlame

sheets close over the tuel, yielding a t lame tip that is reterred to here as a

stoichiometric tip. The region above the tip presumably contains little or no tuel

species when the diftusion flame is present in region (12). However, later

discussion will involve the implications of a situation where the KLLEFs and

diffusion flames tail to be established in the mixing region, and the entire region

(levels 9 - 12) is simply a two-interface diffusion region. In that situation, there

are still stoichiometric surfaces and a stoichiometric tip, but the concentrations

of fuel and oxidizer will not go to near zero at the stoichiometric surfaces as

they do where the flames are present. In the configuration used here (thin-binder

lamina), the mixture in the absence ot at lame then will be increasingly oxidizer-

rich as a function of distance above the stoichiometric tip, a condition that

would be expected to affect the stability and location of any flame that might

occur above the tip.

There are many features ot sandwich burning that are not encompassed in

the above description, features such as irregular burning at high pressure; 10

* unsymmetrical burning with some binders; 5 melt flows with some binders and

thick laminae;3,5,16,17 possibility ot turbulent smearing ot the flame complex;5

intermittency of flames; 5l0,15 and general breakdown ot the two-dimensional

symmetry of the tlame. These features are probably each significant under some

conditions, but were apparently not qualitatively important with the thin-binder

PBAN sandwiches and test conditions used most extensively here. In this

context, it is appropriate to note that many observations ot these nonideal

teatures of sandwich burning that have been reported in the past have been based

on observational methods that are misleading (e.g., limited spatial resolution) or

* .1
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test conditions and test samples not relevant to the studies reported here (e.g.,

thick binder). However, the issues raised merit continuing consideration in the

V t uture.

Interpretation ot Results ot Binder Substitutions

The t oregoing qualitative theory was evolved as a t ramework in which to

understand the emerging results ot the present studies. One of the more

conspicuous experimental results was the smooth surlace quality and protrusion

ot the AP in Region 3. It was proposed that this region of the sample was

deprived ot heat by lateral transter to the binder lamina, thus tending to hold

down the surface temperature. Substitution of a nonconductive mica lamina led

to elimination of the teatures of the protile attributed to the lateral heat drain,

while substitution of a conductive gold lamina preserved these features. This

result tends to support the lateral heat drain argument. At the same time,

computer modeling ot the heat tlow problem was undertaken, 3 4 and results ot

numerical studies indicate that heat low would indeed occur trom oxidizer to

binder under the conditions ot AP-HC binder sandwich burning. As will be seen
P4'

later, the results of sandwich burning rate measurements also indicate that

lateral heat flow to the binder occurs. Given the rather marginal heat balance

situation in AP selt detlagration, it is then not surprising that the AP surface

regression is retarded in Region 3. The persistent association ot this with

V modified (smooth) surface quality suggests that the entire det lagration process is
.°5

disturbed by the heat drain. This is interpreted here as a transition t rom normal

*'- self detlagration with an exothermic troth layer to simple dissociative

0 sublimation. The resulting loss ot surtace heat release ot course enhances the

retardation of surface regression. In ettect, the AP in Region 3 is behaving as it

V '3
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it were below its sell-dellagration limit, being pyrolized by heat flux from the , 0

gas phase t lames.

In this context, it may be important to note again that the features of

Region 3 have been attributed in the past to t low ot molten binder over the AP

surtace. In experiments with binder laminae ot thickness greater than 125 Aim

this interpretation is probably correct, at least with binders that yield high J
temperature surface melts. This is an unfortunate complication of the two

dimensionality of the experiment, which must also affect the gas phase flame
::..-.-

structure. This complication has been largely avoided in the presently reported

work with thin PBAN binder laminae.
j''U

Interpretation ot Del lagration Limit Results

The initial motivation for dellagration limit tests was to exploit an

experiment that would be sensitive to the details ot the flame complex and

reaction kinetics. The systematic trends in the results (Fig. 6) at pressures below

the AP sell-detlagration limit posed a challenge that has yet to be exploited

tully. However, some significant interpretation can be made now, interpretation

that has been carried over to design of the bimodal propellant experiment and

borne out by results of that experiment. ...
.% ,%

In interpreting the detlagration limit, one turns to arguments regarding the

two-dimensional energy field, and what happens as the binder lamina becomes

increasingly thin while approaching the quench point. Figure 13 shows the trend

one would expect of the combustion zone details with binder thickness. As the

binder thickness decreases, the mixing regions above the AP-binder intertaces

move closer together and the stoichiometric tip retracts toward the surtace.

The total t uel supply decreases, with a corresponding decrease in available --r

," .%
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* combustion energy. Since this energy is dissipated two-dimensionally, one would

expect burning rate and flame temperatures to drop off eventually with

decreasing binder thickness. In such a situation, the energy balance ultimately

• becomes unstable and the "tire goes out." In the present situation, this may ;

occur in either of two rather different ways that can be seen in Fig. 13. In part

a, behavior at relatively low pressure is sketched. As binder thickness is reduced

* at constant pressure, the stoichiometric tip (Region 13 in Fig. 12) retracts until it

is coincident with the oxidizer-binder KLLEFs. Any further decrease in binder

thickness would place the KLLEFs in a location beyond the stoichiometric tip.

* The t lames would not be stable in that location, because it is a region where fuel

concentration becomes more tuel-lean with distance t rom the surf ace, with a

corresponding decrease in available t lame temperature. Thus, if the flame does

* not quench spontaneously by the time the stoichiometric tip retracts to the

f lame position, it will do so then. Quench due to tip retraction is more likely at

low pressure, where the t lame stands relatively tar t rom the surface, and it is

postulated that the steep, low-pressure part at the curves in Fig. 6 corresponds

to quenches involving approach to the tip retraction. The dotted extension of the

steep part of the curve at higher pressure is intended to show the locus of

stoichiometric tip retraction that would result it the flame position were to

continue to change with pressure in the manner of the low pressure curve.

At around 0.4 MPa the flame stability appears to become marginal betore

stoichiometric tip retraction. At higher pressures, the KLLEFs are located near

the surt ace under stable burning conditions. By the time the binder thickness has

decreased to 40 / m or so (Fig. 13b), the mixing regions and KLLEFs have

substantially merged and the entire t lame complex has become very small, but

the KLLEFs still stand well down in the mixing regions. The limit of

.,2'- 4
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* flammability becomes dependent on the energy balance o this small flame

burning down a narrow slot in the sample. With decreasing binder thickness, the

burning rate drops of0, and quench occurs when available heat f rom the flame

can no longer support the losses. In the pressure range 0.4 < p < 2.0, the

approach to quench evidently does not depend on stoichiometric tip retraction,

and the trend with pressure accordingly is different from that at lower pressure.

The relative insensitivity to pressure suggests that approach to quench is

governed by pressure insensitive diff usion processes, but this needs clarification

by appropriate quantitative analysis. As in all quench events, the chemical

kinetics become critical at the approach to the limit because of decreasing flame

temperatures. In this limit domain, the final retreat of the flame may still be

precipitated by withdrawal to the unstable region beyond the stoichiometric tip

due to falling flame temperature, even in this higher pressure range. Presumably

this is a "terminal aspect" ot quench, which no longer dominates the pressure

dependence of the quench limit. The effect of binder type on quench limit (Fig.

6) in this "diffusion dominated" domain appears to be related to the mode of

decomposition of the polymer, and corresponding nature of the f uel molecules in

the mixing region (9). PBAN binder is expected to yield relatively small vapor

molecules, while HTPB will yield large molecules that must be further broken

down to support a flame. It is postulated that this chemical induction process

requires a longer time with HTPB than PBAN, with a correspondingly larger

40 KLLEF stand-ott distance and lower flame stability. The calculated

stoichiometric tlame temperature ot the HTPB/AP flame is higher than that for

PBAN/AP, a condition that adds plausibility to a fuel kinetics explanation ot the

difference in quench limit.

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that above 2 MPa,

sandwiches with thick oxidizer laminae burn regardless of binder thickness,

*because the AP burns as a monopropellant.
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Sandwich Burning Rate

The experimental results indicate that the overall burning rate ot the

sandwich is dominated by the AP rate at pressures between 7 and 14 MPa, but

that the AP-binder flame can have a significant effect at lower pressure (and, ot

course, dominate the rate below the AP self-detlagration limit). This is evident

in Fig. 5, and is consistent with the larger features of quenched burning surfaces

(Fig. 2). In terms ot the flame complex in Fig. 12, one would expect that burning

rate would be governed by heat release in a region of the flame complex

relatively close to and on the burning surface. This region has been referred

to 18, 2 0 ,3 2 93 3 as the "propagation velocity controlling" (PVC) region. Under

conditions where the sandwich rate is higher than the AP rate (Fig. 5b), the PVC

region encompasses part of the binder-oxidizer tlame, including the KLLEF. The

PVC region is the region in which energy flow affects the temperature at the

leading edge of the burning front. When the binder lamina is thick, the flame

complexes above the two interface planes burn independently. There is a PVC

region for each interface plane (dotted circles, Fig. 14a). In this situation,

diffusion of heat (and chemical species in the gas) proceeds much as if the binder

lamina were of infinite thickness, and the burning rate is independent of

thickness. There is a threshold thickness of the binder lamina around 150 JA m for

PBAN binder (1.4 < p < 5.5 MPa) below which burning rate becomes sensitive to

binder thickness (Fig. 5). This corresponds to the onset of interaction of the two

PVC regions (Fig. 14b). Under these conditions, heat transfer from the AP

laminae to the t uel lamina is decreased (because there is a smaller heat sink).

The heat that is transt erred is retained within the PVC region and is ret lected as

higher temperatures in the t lame in the PVC region. In addition, t uel dilution of

the mixing regions on the t uel-rich sides of the stoichiometric surt aces will be-2
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reduced in the gas phase ditt usion tield. One would anticipate that the t uel-rich

portion of the KLLEF (Region 10 in Fig. 12) would therefore be hotter and extend

further into the tuel-rich region, with correspondingly larger heat release. In

ett ect, the AP at the leading edge of the burning front experiences less lateral

heat drain in the solid and more heat supply from the gas flame, with a

corresponding enhancement of burning rate.

As binder thickness is reduced t urther, the total t uel supply is reduced until

it is all consumed in the PVC region (i.e., none is left for the outer region ot the

trailing ditt usion t lame). Continued decrease in binder thickness thus eventually

leads to decrease in heat release in the PVC regions, which are also substantially

overlapping (Fig. 14c). Following the increase in burning rate caused by

concentration of the two PVC regions, this trend to limitation in fuel supply must

lead to a decreasing burning rate (Fig. 5). When pressures are above the AP selt-

detlagration limit, the sandwich rate will drop off with decreasing binder

thickness until the AP detlagration rate is reached. At lower pressure, the rate

* will drop ott until a combustion limit is reached (Fig. 6).

It is interesting to note that the f oregoing arguments did not draw on the

details of behavior in Regions 8 and 9 of Fig. 12, which have been described

earlier as unknown. The results of quench tests indicate that the protrusion of

AP near the interface planes and the characteristic smooth surface of the AP

there persist over the whole range of test conditions and are evident even on

spontaneous burnout tapered binder samples. This suggests that behavior in

Regions 8 and 9 is not changing qualitatively. This, in turn, seems to be most

compatible with the view that the AP vapors f rom this region are diluted by f uel

vapors and tail to establish a near-surface AP flame, delaying heat release until 6

the KLLEF location. At low pressure, the leading edge of the burning front

(Region 4) receives heat primarily from the KLLEF and secondarily from the
--

* 2.3
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trailing ditusion tlame. Above the AP self -det lagration limit, the leading edge

receives heat also from the AP reactions in Regions 4 - 7. Above about 7 MPa,

the leading edge receives heat primarily trom the AP reactions in Regions 4 - 7.
-4.

Thus the character ot the propagation velocity controlling region changes with

binder thickness and pressure, and the burning rate trends suggest the nature O-

the changes (see later discussion of pressure dependence and Fig. 15 presented

there).

Sandwiches With AP-Filled Binder Laminae

The range of test conditions in this investigation was rather limited, and

the results consequently are probably more provocative than enlightening. The

investigation was done before the burning rate study, and, in retrospect, the

choice ot 6.9 MPa for most of the tests probably limited the amount and

interpretability of the results. However, they do merit some discussion.

The presence of a protruding region ot the AP laminae on the tests with

thin-binder lamina (Fig. 9, 10) indicates that lateral heat flow from the AP

laminae to the tilled binder lamina is still a tactor in these tests. The smooth

* surface quality of the protruding region is still present. The peak ot the

protruding region is tlattened off, compared to the pure-binder sandwiches. This

suggests that the AP-binder flame is in closer proximity to that region, a

conclusion that would be consistent with the tact that much of the oxidizer for

that flame is pre-mixed in the binder lamina. The recess of the binder lamina

and lesser recess of a thin region of the adjacent AP, in the test with 7:3

AP/binder mix in the binder lamina, seem to be indicative that the 7:3 mix burns

on its own, a result consistent with past propellant experience (e.g., Ret. 40).

• _ 1o.e. . =, , . =. o. - -o . •# ,p • i •-. °.-& 9: , .* *:•. . . . -. o .• -. . . 4 ., ,.
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Increasing the thickness ot the 7:3 AP-tilled binder lamina resulted in an

increase in sandwich burning rate, as revealed by the development of "V"-shaped

surface profiles (Fig. 10). The burning rate ot the 7:3 AP/binder mix alone was

not determined, so it is not possible to determine f rom the present data whether

the KLLEFs on the stoichiometric surfaces contributed significantly to the rate

or not. The details of the flame structure over a 7:3 AP/binder propellant with -.-

10 Am AP are also not known. However, the observations and interpretations of
I..

"smooth bands" near AP-binder interfaces suggest that the 10 Am AP particles

sublime (i.e., the solid and surface processes in the "fuel" lamina are still

endothermic). The results of the sandwich deflagration limit tests suggest that

KLLEFs may not hold in the individual mixing tans of small AP particles, in
S-

which case the flame would be more nearly a flat pre-mixed flame over the 7:3

lamina. While these are rather speculative extensions of the results of tests on

sandwiches with pure binder laminae, they are fundamental to the nature of the

flame over the surface of the AP-tilled binder laminae. The concept of stabiity

of a KLLEF in the mixing tan trom AP particles is pursued turther in the bimodal

propellant tests.

Interpretation of Results with Bimodal Propellants

The idea of stoichiometric tip retraction that was proposed to explain the

pressure-sensitive parts ot the deflagration limit curves (Fig. 6) has much

broader relevance than the tapered sandwich experiment. In propellant

combustion, there are stoichiometric surt aces and KLLEFs also, and the presence

or absence of the KLLEFs on the stoichiometric surfaces would be expected to

be important to the burning characteristics of the propellant. Of course, the

issue is not a simple one of a det lagration limit, because the propellant surtace is

a chaotic array of oxidizer and binder surtaces of ditterent dimensions. Yet one

. . .. , .. . . -. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. ... . . ...- .. . . ,*-* -*5 ,..-.... ...-...-
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may reasonably ask of each point on the surface, is there a KLLEF on the

neighboring mixing region, or not? Presumably the answer will depend on

pressure, and the dimensions ot the local fuel and oxidizer surtaces. In that case,

at low pressure, KLLEFs may be attached tV, individual mixing regions only at

localities on the surt ace where relatively wide fuel and oxidizer surface elements

are involved. As pressure is increased, conditions become more favorable for

holding ot KLLEFs, so these near-surtace, high-temperature tlamelets will be

present on a larger range of oxidizer particle sizes. This has obvious implications

tor pressure dependence ot burning rate, but involves a very different argument

than those used in present burning rate models. In particular, it suggests a role

ot propellant microstructure that acts through pressure dependence ot stability

of near-surtace microtlames, rather than the usual mixing rate arguments.

In view o the difficulty ot either observing the postulated microtlame

behavior or constructing analytical models to test the foregoing concepts, an

experiment was sought in which the relevance of the concepts would be revealed

by singular burning rate behavior. The burning rate tests on bimodal propellants

were run tor this purpose (Fig. 11). The virtue of bimodal propellants is that the

burning surt ace can be viewed as consisting ot "large" areas o oxidizer (each

large particle) interspersed with areas ot a binder-tine oxidizer mixture (this

description applies it the particle size ot the coarse oxidizer is much larger than i.

the particle size ot the tine oxidizer). In such a propellant, the question of
-.

KLLEF holding on the local mixing tans becomes less statistical, since mixing

tans are divided into two categories (t ine particle tans and coarse particle t ans).

The thesis of the experiment was that KLLEFs would hold on the coarse particle

mixing tans over the whole range of pressures ot interest, but hold on the mixing

tans of individual tine oxidizer particles only at high pressure. It this reasoning

were correct, one would expect that a curve of burning rate vs pressure would

-' " = = " " " = . , ' ' ." " ° - ° . ' o . ". *. . " o % " o* ": v * :. ° * : . " . *. . *.*.- • 2 . *
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show a break to higher burning rate at the pressure tor establishment of KLLEF

holding on line particles. Further, one would expect the break in the curve to

curve would be sharp if the size distributions in the two oxidizer modes were

very narrow, and less abrupt with broader size distributions.

The burning rate results in Fig. 11 constitute a test of the foregoing -%
arguments, and show the breaks in the burning rate curves, with the predicted

dependence on size of fine AP particles. These results not only support the
mechanistic argument, but also provide an interesting means of tailoring burning

rate. It should be recalled that the size distribution of the fine AP in these

propellants was not particularly narrow; since the effect on burning rate is

nonetheless clear cut, there appears to be considerable latitude for control of the

burning rate curve by caret ul combinations of narrow-cut particle tractions.

The reader may have noted in the foregoing steady burning arguments that

a deflagration limit concept previously called "stoichiometric tip retraction" was

being used as a concept of KLLEF holding or nonholding. In the sandwich.9.',

detlagration limit situation, the stoichiometric surfaces were closed over the

binder in an oxidizer-rich system. In the propellant, the overall stoichiometry is

tuel-rich, so one may imagine that the stoichiometric surfaces close over the

-O oxidizer particles. The stoichiometric tips are close to the surface for small

particles, tar trom the surtace for large particles, a condition on which the rest

'p of the argument is founded. However, the KLLEF holding-nonholding argument

depends on the local oxidizer-tuel mixture being tar enough from the

stoichiometric condition to provide a strongly fuel-rich condition above the

stoichiometric tips of the fine particles. It this condition were not met, the

KLLEFs might hold at any height, i.e., the instability above the tips would be

*I removed. This effect was demonstrated in the sandwich burning tests with AP-
tilled binder laminae, where a 1:1 AP:tuel ratio in the lamina appeared to yield no

.4, near surface tlames in the 10 p m AP, while a 7:3 AP:tuel ratio caused the

'. "'.
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= •thicker laminae to burn down ahead of the normal sandwich burning front in spite

of the small AP particle size. It is not likely in this latter case that the KLLEFs

were held on the individual mixing tans, but they nonetheless established

S locations close enough to the surface to dominate burning rate when the mixture

*" was not too tuel-rich. In the case of the bimodal propellant tests, the mixture

ratio of the binder-tine AP matrix was chosen to very tuel-rich.

*' Dependence of the Combustion Zone

Details on Pressure

0 The model of combustion zone structure in Fig. 12 corresponds to the region

of the sandwich and flame complex within 150 Am or less from the oxidizer-

binder interface planes, and for a mid-range pressure (3-5 MPa). The differences

1i surface profiles with pressure have been described in the foregoing. These

differences are indicative of substantial pressure dependence of the flame

complex, and a proper use of the model of combustion zone structure would

require consideration of these differences. Because pressure dependence is so

important to combustion of propellants, the relevant material on pressure j

dependence of the sandwich flame complex is discussed more systematically

here. The discussion is confined to thin-binder sandwiches and pure binders that

do not produce melt flows onto the AP surface in such sandwiches. The

discussion will address the regions 1-13 of Fig. 12 progressively. The pressure

range covered is roughly 0.4 to 10 MPa.

Region 1. The binder lamina here is recessed relative to the immediately

adjoining AP for lamina thickness less than 40 Am, and protrudes tor binder

1W thickness greater than about 80 Am. The trend has not been catalogued in detail,

but is not notably pressure-dependent.

.OP
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Regon 2. The interface planes of this region do not show evidence of

interfacial burning or other singular behavior over the range of conditions noted -5

here.

Regions 3 and 4. The AP immediately adjoining the interface planes

(Region 3) protrudes under all conditions (relative to the AP further from the

interface). This is also the "smooth band" region. At low pressure, the

protrusion is only marginally evident (0.1 MPa). At high pressure (see Fig. 3), the

protrusion is dramatic (10 MPa).10 '11'15 The width and nature of the smooth band

(and location of associated outer edge at Region 4) are relatively insensitive to

pressure except to the extent that height of the region of AP protrusion changes.

The lateral distance to the outer edge of the smooth band has not been

determined systematically, but is typically in the 20-50 /im range. Thus the

leading edge of the AP surface (Region 4) is always some distance from the

interface plane, being located just beyond the smooth band. This is the point of

maximum heat flux to the surface. At pressures above 7 MPa, the leading edge

* extends as a flat profile (Fig. 2) all the way to the outer edge of the sample,

indicating that the AP burning rate exceeds the rate attributable to the sandwich

(consistent with Fig. 5b).

Region 5. The pressure dependence of this region was described earlier. It

behaves like self-deflagrating AP (above 2 MPa), and controls the burning rate

above 7 MPa (Fig. Sb). Below 2 MPa the AP is pyrolized by the AP-binder flame.

From the results just summarized (1-5), it can be inferred that the

maximum heat flux to the solid phase (and macimum AP surface temperature)

occurs at Region 4. The temperature field in the solid must then be qualitatively

similar to the sketch in Fig. 15. Such profiles are consistent with earlier

observations of the boundary of the crystal phase change layer (240C isotherm)

in quenched samples, and with profiles calculated in a two-dimensional model of

m, m ! I **m d.~ % %- '-% *5 55 5, .5 .



the two-slab burning problem. 3 4 These results seem to establish unambiguously

that heat flows from the AP to the binder over the whole pressure range.

The extent ot the region in the AP in which lateral heat transfer is

important must be of the same order as the thermal wave thickness in the solid.

The thickness of this heated layer can be calculated from estimated thermal

properties of the ingredients, surface temperatures and burning rates (which are

pressure-dependent). The thickness can also be estimated from experimental

observations of the thickness of the crystal phase change layer on quenched AP

samples. 3 '3 The latter results show that the temperature tails from 550-600°C

down to 2400C in a distance of 8 lm at 10 MPa, and a distance of 58 lim at I

MPa. These results are consistent with estimates based on thermal properties

and burning rates. The resulting dimensions are of the same order as the width

at the region of retarded AP regression and smooth band (Region 3), indicating

not only that lateral heat transfer to the binder is present (based on isotherm

profiles), but is effective in the dimensional domain postulated in the model. The

total effect of the lateral heat drain from the AP on the surface regions depends

upon its effect on the flame complex (heat source distribution). Thus the total

effect of pressure on the condensed phase temperature field or surface profile

0 cannot be estimated without consideration of the pressure dependence of the

flame complex. Judging from the wide change in surface profile in Region 3

(Fig. 3 and Ret. 15) over the pressure range (especially above 7 MPa), the

* pressure dependence of the heat source distribution is a major factor in

determining this part of the surface profile and temperature field in the solid.

Region 6. The pressure dependence in this region is simply that of the AP

selt-deflagration flame. 2 5  It seems likely that more of the total exothermic

reaction of the AP occurs in this flame at low pressure than at high pressure, .40.

sinre evidence of the troth reaction on quenched samples becomes minimal as
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• the low pressure selt-dellagration limit of the AP is approached. Below that

pressure, the gas phase AP flame may still be present in locations where heat

losses are low and heat f low f rom the oxidizer-binder flame can support the AP

f flame. Since no direct observations of the AP flame have been reported, the

above arguments are inf erences from indirect evidence, and are, at best, of only

qualitative validity.

* Region 7. The qualitative argument concerning the AP flame in Region 6 is

also relevant to Region 7, but in this region there is no doubt that the flame

receives heat from the AP-binder flame, because the burning rate of the

* underlying AP is higher than the AP self -del lagration rate (Fig. .5b) at pressures

below about 7 MPa. Above this pressure the AP combustion is not enhanced

locally by the oxidizer-binder flame, and Regions 4 and 7 cease to have unique

• existence (the curves in Fig. 5b converge into a single curve, which is the AP

- self -del lagration rate). The minimum pressure for the AP flame to be present at

,* Region 7 is not known; below the AP selt-detlagration limit, its presence would

* depend on the presence and condition of the AP-binder t lame.

Region 8. As noted earlier, the status of the AP flame in this region is

uncertain at all pressures. From the extreme protrusion ot the AP in this region

at high pressure, it seems likely that there is no local AP flame, i.e., the AP

flame in Region 7 encounters a quench limit on the Region 8 side due to lateral

heat drain into the solid and reduced heat supply trom the AP-binder tlame. It is

0 this reasoning that led to the speculation earlier that there was no AP tlame in

*i Region 9. The evidence for this is convincing at high pressure because of the
S.._

extreme AP protrusion, but presence of a quench limit for the AP tlame between

i Regions 7 and 9 seems plausible also at lower pressures. This hypothesis is

supported by the relatively low pressure sensitivity of the related teatures in the

underlying surface (smooth band and AP protrusion) in the lower pressure range.#"
. . . . .. . . • • • o . -4
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Region 9. This region is a mixing "tan" between oxidizer and fuel flow.

Such regions occur in pairs, which interact increasingly with each other at

greater distance out from the surt ace. While these interactions have been

stressed in explaining burning rate trends and deflagration limits, a quantitative

analysis of such pairs of mixing tans is not available. Some insight into pressure

dependence of the flame complex can be gained by examining a simpler, more

tractable representation of the single mixing tan problem. For that purpose, it

will be assumed that oxidizer and binder vapors leave the surface as parallel

flows of equal velocity, v, and temperature, and that this condition is preserved

out to the KLLEF (Regions 10,11). In that case, a layer of gas emerging from the

solid at a specific time can be located later at a definite "y" position (Fig. 16)

that is proportional to time. It will be assumed that mixing of the two gases in a

convected layer proceeds by molecular diffusion, and only in the lateral

direction. Using the equations for a binary system with diffusion coefficients

D = D21, diffusion in the x direction in a convective layer proceeds according to

Fick's Law

dY1)
YV = (1)

where Y is a mass traction of one of the gases and V is diffusion velocity. For a

given volume (length) element in the moving layer of gas, conservation of a

specie Y requires that az.

dY d d2Y d 2YD ~(2)."-

dx2  
.-(

where

b-
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Y40

Z xD- (3)

For this purpose, note that the initial condition on Y is the same for all

pressures, i.e., Yo = I at the oxidizer surface and Y I at the fuel surface. The

initial mixing is primarily close to the interface plane where concentration

gradients are high, and the boundary conditions at "large" x have little effect.

Assuming this to be valid in all of Region 9, the solutions to Eq. (2) in the region

of interest are closely approximated by a single pair of time-dependent mass

traction protiles (one tor Y and one tor Y),

where y/v reflects the convection of the layer outward from the surface at

velocity v.

To the extent that pressure does not affect the validity of assumptions

0 about boundary conditions at "large" x, a set of solutions, Y= Y ( )

corresponding to various values of t, applies for all pressures; the pressure

dependence is contained in the relation of g to x, and of t to y which are

necessary to convert Eq. (4) into concentration fields in x and y coordinates. The

relation of g to x Eq. ((3) depends on pressure through D, which is inversely

41proportional to p. Thus

- ~

x (Kl p' (5)-

The y position tor a given t is given by

y vt (6) -.

1.%F

. . . . . . . . ... .. ..-. .**
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where v is the velocity from the surface, and is pressure dependent. Applying '6

mass continuity at the surface, and assuming the burning rate depends on

pressure according to

*n
r Cp (7)

(where n is typically between 0.2 and 0.5), continuity requires

Vp =rp
g s

v = K2 Pn-l

and

n-I 8y= K2 p t (8)

Suppose one considers mixing fans at different pressures, and seeks the

concentration profile in each fan that corresponds to a specific convection time

ti. Equation (8) indicates the y coordinate of that concentration profile, Eq. (4)

gives the concentration profile for that time tI (in E coordinate), and Eq. (5)

provides the conversion of the profile to the x coordinate. Examining these

equations, the t, profile moves in closer to the surface as pressure increases, and

the profile contracts in the x direction. This pressure dependence of the mixing

region is illustrated qualitatively by the sketch in Fig. 17. The span of the layers

sketched in Fig. 17 corresponds to a specific span of E for the time t = ti, and

corresponding mass fraction profile Yt(F ). However, the mass flow through the
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segments at different pressures are not the same. Thus, if the width of the

segment is designated by "w", %

C *6i'

m =pvw

which depends on pressure according to

0 pn-I Y2 n- Y (9)
m ap p P =p

The reason for addressing the trend of conditions in a specific span of Yt (E) as

a function of pressure is explained in the following.

Region 10 - 11. This is the kinetically limited flame in the mixing region.

Its position and span are important to the whole combustion region. Its position

is pressure dependent to the extent that pressure affects reaction rates, but the

net effect depends also on the fact that an advance of the flame into the mixing

region (lower value of t and y/v in Eq. (4)) means advance into a region of steeper

mixing profiles and less extensively mixed gases. In this situation of two-

dimensional heat losses, further advance into the mixing fan is thus limited by a

decreasing reactive mixture in the presence of relatively unchanged heat losses,

i.e., the mixing field in Region 9 limits the extent of the kinetically controlled

response to pressure change.

Region 10 - 11 refers to a transverse flame in the mixing region. While

there is no direct observational data about such micro flames, their behavior will

be argued here on the basis of more traditional theory and observation of macro

flames. The "KLLEPF is probably crescent-shaped 38 ' 3 9 with leading edge on the

stoichiometric surface. It extends outward laterally into the mixing region to an

*-
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* extent limited by flammability limits in the ott-stoichiometric mixture.

Presumably, the location (y-coordinate) and span (width in the mixing field) are

dependent on pressure. The flame is kinetically limited in the sense that it

• stands in a pre-mixed flow, but that flow is a diffusion tan, and the response of

the flame to pressure (e.g., standoff distance from the surface) depends also on

the state of mixing as a function of y. This will be examined by a very simplified

* model in the following.

Suppose that, under a given set of conditions, the KLLEF is approximated

by a planar flame analogous to the mixing layers described for Region 9 (Fig. 17).

* Then a KLLEF would be associated with a specific concentration profile (Eq. (4)),

flow time from the surface, and span of ' corresponding to fuel-rich and

oxidizer-rich flammability limits. At a higher pressure, assume that these same

0 concentration conditions determine the flame location and span (i.e., that the

position of the flame is dominated by adiabatic flame temperature). Thus the

preceding description of pressure dependence of segments of the mixing layer

* applies also to the KLLEF, and the flame position and span are given by applying

Eqs. (5) and (8) to the t and C span of the flame at the higher reference pressure.

Thus the flame would move closer to the surface and contract laterally as

*• pressure increased in the manner described for the mixing tan analysis and Fig.

17.
a Described in the foregoing terms, one might ask, in what way does the

description reflect the "kinetically limited" aspect of the flame? This is

embedded in the assumption that the flame is postulated to move in such a way

as to maintain the same flame temperature profile and chemical induction time

at all pressures (neglecting heat losses). This seems like a reasonable

* approximation in view of the exponential temperature dependence of reaction

rate. However, the collision rate does increase with pressure, and the flame

probably advances more than the amount predicted by Eq. (8). In doing so, the

V.-*
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0 span of the flame would also be reduced, and the mass flux through the flame

would be reduced more than indicated by Eq. (9). Thus the advance of the flame

with increasing pressure also contracts the flame and decreases the total heat

* release. Given the two-dimensional nature of the heat transfer from the flame, Ms

a more complete two-dimensional analysis would be required to quantify the

argument further. In such an analysis it would be necessary to consider more

* carefully the boundary conditions. We have argued earlier that interaction of

adjoining mixing fans is an important factor in the effect of binder thickness on

burning rate and deflagration limits, indicating the necessity to quantify the

0 above simplistic argument for realistic description of pressure dependence of

KLLEFs with thin-binder sandwiches and/or low pressures.

Interaction of Regions. The examination of pressure dependence of the

combustion by looking at one Region at a time was helpful from the standpoint of

ordering the information on these individual aspects of the flame complex, but

the combustion is a pressure-dependent interplay of the processes in each region.

This interplay has been drawn upon to explain the results of the various

experiments reported here (indeed, the experimental results contributed to

clarification of interactions and their pressure dependence). However, it may be

helpful to bring this information together in a systematic description of pressure

dependence of the overall combustion zone. In doing this, it is helpful to refer

back to discussion of the results in Fig. 5 for orientation. It was argued there

S that adjoining mixing fans do not interact when the binder thickness is > 150 /.tm,

thus permitting consideration of the pressure dcpendence of the mixing region

(Region 9) and KLLEF region (Region 10-11) in the manner presented above.

However, the trend to increasing burning rate with decreases in binder thickness

in the range 150 -- 65 .im is attributed to increasing proximity (interaction) of

*.e. .~.*...
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the flame complexes of the two interface planes (Fig. 14). This burning rate

response to binder thickness is clearly pressure-dependent (Fig. 5), and it is

reasonable to assume that this is due to changes in the interaction of the

adjoining interface flame complexes. These interaction effects can be more

decisively explained now that the pressure dependence of the individual regions

has been clarified.

For large binder thickness, the change in combustion zone microstructure

with pressure is indicated qualitatively by Fig. 18a, and presumably conforms to

the trend discussed above. At high pressure, the AP simply runs away trom the

interface-AP-binder flame complexes, which are noninteractive at this binder

thickness. At intermediate pressure, the combination of AP tlame and AP binder

flame determines the overall rate, but the heat drain to the binder slows the

burning some. Below the AP self -def lagration limit, the two AP-binder flames

dominate burning noninteractively; some heat release in a local AP flame may

occur over the leading edge region.

With binder laminae in the 65-85 i± m range, the experimental results

indicate that the AP-binder tlame contributes substantially to the burning rate at

pressures below 7 MPa, so that Region 4 controls the burning rate. As a result,

the surface profiles show a straight incline of the AP surface in Region 5, and

the reactions there and in the tlame (Region 6) conform to normal AP self-

deflagration. The enhanced importance of Region 4 to burning rate at lower '"

pressure with this binder thickness is interpreted as being a result of interaction

of the mixing tans and elimination of heat loss to excess fuel flow between the

PVC regions. The pressure dependence ot the t lame complex is shown in Fig. 18b.

Above 7 MPa, heat drawn to the binder still retards the AP regression locally,

and the AP-binder flame, while close to the interface plane, is too small and

(.°%
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stands too tar from the rest of the AP surface to affect the rate (i.e., Region 4

ceases to exist and Region 5 controls the rate). At lower pressure, the AP flame

moves out enough so that the heat from the AP-binder flame becomes a

significant factor and Region 4 dominates the burning rate. The mixing region

analysis suggests that under these conditions most of the binder vapors pass

through the KLLEFs, and the diftusion flames (Region 12) are thus limited to the

region immediately beyond the KLLEFs. To the extent that this is true, the

stoichiometric tip (Region 13) is located fairly near to the KLLEFs, and probably

in the PVC region. At low pressure, the burning becomes increasingly dependent

0 on the AP-binder flames because ot the drop-ott in AP selt-detlagration. The

AP/binder flames stand far enough from the surface to approximate a planar

heat source as "seen from" Regions 1-4. The thick thermal wave in the solid

implies more nearly one-dimensional temperature profiles in the solid. However

the difference in kinetics of binder and AP pyrolysis and thermal properties.

requires that lateral heat flow continue, and the smooth band and retarded AP-

(Region 3) are still evident (to a lesser degree) down to the lowest pressures

tested. At the low pressure limit for burning (Fig. 6), the KLLEFs apparently

have moved out to the stoichiometric tip; as noted earlier, the flame will not

hold beyond this point (lower pressure) so that a pressure limit is established.

When the binder lamina is very thin (e.g., < 40 m (Fig. 18c), the mixing

tans are substantially merged as are the KLLEFs (Fig. 14). The earlier arguments

regarding pressure dependence of the mixing tan and KLLEF position cannot be

applied with confidence because the boundary conditions on the fuel side affect

the mixing field in a different and more complex way. Specifically, the limited

supply of fuel and proximity of the mixing tans to each other causes the

stoichiometric surfaces to be localized closer to the plane of symmetry, and

moves the stoichiometric tip closer to the surface. The smaller, more centrally
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located flame contributes less to the burning rate, and the decreased height of

the stoichiometric tip and "poor energy budget" causes the deflagration limit to

occur at a higher pressure (Fig. 6).

Comment

The practical purpose of studies of sandwich burning is to clarity the

controlling mechanisms of composite propellant burning. There should be no

illusions about the strategy. It cannot clarity all relevant aspects of propellant

combustion, and the ditficulties ot studying propellants do not all go away when

one turns to sandwich studies. The present results do indicate that a good deal -.

can be learned about combustion zone structure in the context of the "simple"

sandwich system. It should be no surprise that the resulting view of the

combustion zone is two-dimensional, not one-dimensional, since the sandwich

system is two-dimensional. However, it should be recognized that those features

of the sandwich combustion zone that are within 50 jm (A the interface planes

between laminae have their counterpart on propellant surfaces, where oxidizer

crystals are typically 150 jim in diameter. It we are to understand composite

propellant combustion, we must deal with the same multi-dimensional features of

the combustion zone that are present in sandwich burning. The sandwich results

show the gas phase, surface and subsurface processes to be all multi-dimensional,

and all closely coupled. Pyrolysis of the binder is aided by lateral heat flow from

the oxidizer. The heat drain from that region of the oxidizer causes a local

change in the mode of vaporization of the oxidizer, and a change in site of its

heat release. This anomalous vaporization must have some effect on the near

surface oxidizer-binder flame. While there are conditions (e.g., high pressure)

V.IZ.-
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where this locally coupled aspect of the behavior in the PVC region may not be

important to the mean burning rate, it appears that under most rocket motor

conditions, realistic modeling ot either steady or unsteady combustion of AP-HC

i o binder propellants must address the three-dimensionally coupled nature of the

processes in the entire combustion wave. It doesn't require much imagination to

see the same surtace teatures on quenched propellant samples (Fig. 19) that have

been discussed here tor sandwich burning. By the same token, the structure ot

the tlame complex can also be postulated with reasonable confidence (Fig. 20).

In the case ot the propellant, some further consideration must be given to

* propagation of the flame between particles, 4 2 and to the question ot the least-

time path of the burning tront through the more complicated propellant matrix.;
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* AP self -def lag ration

000

0

Recessed binder Leading edge
35 jm~ thick of profile

*Fig. I Surface of a quenched "sandwich" of AP-PBAN-AP laminae (region of surface J-

near binder lamina).
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1

a b

' 1-0

c d,

Fig. 4 Quenched surfaces with various substitutions for the binder lamina (4.2 MPa)
a) Control test (PBAN binder)
b) Mica lamina (area on the right is the protruding lamina, showing
some flaking of the mica)
c) AP lamina in direct contact (separation occurred during post-test
handling)d) Gold lamina (15 L m; not visible)
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Fig. 5 Burning rate of sandwiches
a) Rate vs binder lamina thickness (data points are experimental
measurements)
b) Rate vs pressure (data points are cross-plot points from curves in
Fig. 5a)
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a) Pure PBAN binder lamina b) 1:1 AP-filled PBAN binder lamina
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6.9 MPa

1.4 MPa I
AP Binder AP Binder

Fig. 9 Surface profiles of sandwiches with different AP-binder ratios in the binder
laminae, and different pressures (PBAN binder, lamina thickness

* approximately 70 jsm).
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Fig. 11 Burning rate of bimodal propellants. .
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Flames

Leading Edge 11

Flame i

I
Oxidizer

55

1 I -4
• Oxidizer (AP) 2

C

Fig. 12 Principal features of the combustion zone microstructure and processes as
suggested by accumulated results. I. Binder lamina. 2. Interface plane
between binder and oxidizer. 3. Oxidizer surface adjoining binder (smooth

* band). 4. Leading edge of the oxidizer burning front. 5. Oxidizer region
that regresses at the normal AP self-deflagration rate. 6. AP flame. 7.
Leading edge region of AP flame. 8. Oxidizer flame, modified by the
anomalous decomposition in the smooth band (flame may be quenched). 9.
Oxidizer-fuel diffusion region, with stoichiometric surface indicated by
broken line. 10.-11. Kinetically limited leading edge flame (KLLEF) (fuel-rich

* •and oxidizer-rich sides). 12. Diffusion flame. 13. Tip of diffusion flame.
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32

* 2

I 
1 ~Thick Binder)12 3

(3) Thick Binder

B~nder~J(3)
Intermediate Binder Intermediate Binder

Thin Bindc (2) Thin Bidr- (2)

a b

Fig. 13 Trend in surface and oxidizer-binder combustion zone structure with
thickness of the binder lamina (flames for different binder thicknesses
superimposed)..

* a) Very low pressure (p < 0.4 M Pa) (stoichiometric tip is retracted for
binder thickness #0)

b) Low pressure (0.4 < p < 2.0 MFa)
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Lamina of gas that has

*moved outward at I Y~constant

velocity v for time t I

y =vt

Oxidizer Fuel

Fig. 16 Description of a single mixing fan.
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Fig. 17 Dependence of the location and span of the layer vt of the mixing fan on -i
pressure. .-.
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Fig. IS Dependence of flame complex on pressure for various binder thicknesses
(dotted curves are constant-concentration profiles, wavy lines are flames,
solid lines are surfaces).
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(a)

!-

(b)

Fig. 19 Burned surface of propellant quenched at (a) high and (b) low pressure,
illustrating the similarity of surface details with those of sandwiches (AP-
PBAN propellant).
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Fig. 20 Combustion zone structure of a propellant such as in Fig. 19, based on analogy
with Fig. 12 and 19.
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